Berkeley Friday Political
Economy Colloquium...

Business-Cycle Downturns


Grand Mal seizures of high unemployment



They are bad
-

Bad for workers

-

Bad for entrepreneur and managers
Bad for equity holders

-

Bad for governments

-

Bad for bondholders

Their Causes




Technocratic economists had figured out their
causes by 1829
John Stuart Mill:
-

-

Wealth holders conclude their holdings of some kind
or kinds of financial assets are too low.
They cut back on their spending on currentlyproduced goods and services to build up their asset
holdings.
This cutback creates deficient demand everywhere.
Businesses seeing slack demand fire workers.
And depression results.

The Cures








(1) Don't go there. Properly regulate financial
markets.
(2) Have the government step in and spend
whenever the private sector cuts back.
(3) Have the government create and provide
the financial assets the private sector wants to
get it to resume its spending.
The subtleties of (1), (2), and (3) and how they
can interfere with each other are
macroeconomics.

But No Cures Are on Offer Right
Now








(1)—the reform of financial regulation—is
stalled.
(2)—deficit spending by governments—is no
longer wanted
(3)—loan guarantees, targeted nationalizations
and government investments, quantitative
easing, and expansionary open market
operations—are on the defensive as well
Why?

John Maynard Keynes in 1931






It seems an extraordinary imbecility that this wonderful outburst of
productive energy [over 1924-1929] should be the prelude to
impoverishment and depression. Some austere and puritanical souls
regard it both as an inevitable and a desirable nemesis on so much
overexpansion, as they call it; a nemesis on man's speculative spirit.
It would, they feel, be a victory for the mammon of unrighteousness if
so much prosperity was not subsequently balanced by universal
bankruptcy.
We need, they say, what they politely call a 'prolonged liquidation' to
put us right. The liquidation, they tell us, is not yet complete. But in
time it will be. And when sufficient time has elapsed for the
completion of the liquidation, all will be well with us again.
I do not take this view. I find the explanation of the current business
losses, of the reduction in output, and of the unemployment which
necessarily ensues on this not in the high level of investment which
was proceeding up to the spring of 1929, but in the subsequent
cessation of this investment. I see no hope of a recovery except in a
revival of the high level of investment. And I do not understand how
universal bankruptcy can do any good or bring us nearer to
prosperity...

